TONIGHT'S CONCERT SPONSOR IS UNION MUTUAL

Tonight's concert is dedicated to Clinton W. Grafham, who is retiring from the Portland Symphony Orchestra after 53 years of service.

SCHUBERT Symphony No. 8 in B Minor ("Unfinished")
Allegro moderato
Andante con moto

ADLER Concerto for Organ and Orchestra
Slowly — Fast and with Good Spirit — Quite
Slowly — Fast — Cadenza — Fast and Capricious

LEONARD RAVER

INTERMISSION

SAINT-SAËNS Symphony No. 3 in C Minor, Op. 78 ("Organ")
Adagio; Allegro moderato; Poco adagio
Allegro moderato; Presto; Maestoso

Ushers courtesy of University of Southern Maine, Westbrook College, Staff of Portland School Department and PSO Women's Committee.
Latecomers may not be seated during the playing of music.
Cameras and tape recorders prohibited.
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VIOLAS
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Michael Gorajec
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FRENCH HORNS
John Boden
    Principal
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TRUMPETS
John Schnell
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Allen Graffam
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TROMBONES
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PERCUSSION
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KEYBOARD
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